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APPENDIX 2
Egyptian Court of Cassation, ruling of 5 August 1996,
Nos. 475, 478, 481, Year 65
CNasr Abu Zayd case')
Excerpts
Translation by M.S. Berger
Summary of proceedings
IN AUGUST 1995, Nasr Hamid Abu Zayd and his wife Ibtihal Ahmad Kamal YQnis filed two
appeals (nr.475/65 and 481/65) with the Court of Cassation. Also, in the same month, the
Public Prosecutor filed an appeal (nr.478/65). In its judgement of 5 August 1996, the Court of
Cassation rejected all appeals on all grounds. With regard to the Public Prosecutor the Court
merely referred to its considerations given in response to the appeal of Nasr Abü Zayd and his
wife. Excerpts of the essential parts of these considerations are the following:
1st ground of appeal
{Hisba)
[Nasr Abu Zayd claims that law suits based on hisba are non-existent and not acceptable in the
Egyptian system of law. Only the Socialist Prosecutor is vested with the authority to file a
general law suit {dacwacamümiyya) for the protection and maintenance of the values of society
{qiyyam al-mujtamrfa).]
Whereas this plea is rejected, since the Islamic Sharfa is the general law that is to be applied in
personal status issues, according to the most prevalent opinions (arjah al-aqwal) of the legal
school of thought of Imam Abü Hanifa, except for cases for which special laws have been
issued. This is in accordance with Article 280 of the Code of Organization of Religious Courts,
and Article 6 of Law No. 462/1955 abolishing Religious Courts and Religious Minorities Courts.
According to the jurisprudence of this Court of Cassation, silence of the law or the absence of a
stipulation on a personal status issue does not imply that the legislator meant to contradict the
text {nass) of the Holy Qur'an, valid {sahih) Sunna of the Prophet, or a rule {hukm) agreed
upon by Muslim legal scholars. This applies to the right {haqq) and claim dealt with here. Since
there were no special legal rules that prohibited or restricted filing a hisba lawsuit at the time
this [present] lawsuit was filed until a final judgement was passed thereon by the trial court,
one needs to resort to the prevalent opinion {al-rajih) of Imam Abü HanTfa for its acceptability.
According to the jurisprudence of this Court and according to the Muslim legal scholars,
hisba is to act according to God's wishes from ordering someone to do good when he
apparently neglects it, or to abstain from evil when he is apparently committing it ('amr bi'lmrfrüf zahara taraka-hu aw nahican al-munkar zahara fi la-hu). This is one of the collective
religious duties {min furüd al-kafaya), and it originates from a primary - or derived - legitimate
authority {wilaya) vested by the Legislator {al-Sharf) in whoever is obliged and requested to
undertake it.
This [hisba] should be filed with the judge by means of a claim or testimony or request
for assistance by the muhtasib or wall al-mazalim, i.e. the public prosecution. Filing a hisba \s a
Right of God {haqq Allah) or what is generally considered a Right of God, such as filing for an
irrevocable divorce or separation of a married couple due to the invalidity of the marriage or to
the apostasy {ridda) of one of them by revoking Islam.
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The majority of Muslim legal scholars do not stipulate as a condition for the hisba that
permission or authorization should be obtained from the ruler {wall aI-'ami). If all Muslims
neglect the hisba as a collective religious duty, then they are all sinners. Moreover, hisba is an
individual duty (fard ayn) of [every] Muslim capable of undertaking it when another does not, if
it concerns a case that only he has knowledge of. The claim that he who files such lawsuit must
have an interest (maslaha) in the matter is not acceptable, as long as the conditions for the
hisba are fulfilled, because he is religiously obliged to file such case (li'anna-hu matlüb min-hu
shafan al-ihtisab). He becomes simultaneously a witness in it [i.e.the hisba case] in order to
provide proof, and a claimant. He has the rights any party has to submit requests and [proofs
for the] defence, and to pursue the case until the dispute is settled.
[The Court than continues by arguing that the new hisba Law nr.3 of 1996 - which was
promulgated before the judgement of the Court of Cassation was passed, and which stipulates
that all hisba casses should be filed with the public prosecutor's office - can not be applied
retroactively on the Abu Zayd case. Moreover, the Court of Cassation sees in this law the
acknowledgement of hisba by the Egyptian legislator.]
2nd, 3rd and 4th ground of appeal
(Ijtihad)
[Nasr Abu Zayd claims that he cannot be accused of apostasy, since he has clearly professed
his beliefs as a Muslim, and merely practiced ijtihad, or the exercise of legal reasoning.]
Whereas this plea is rejected, because ijtihad'in the terminology of the to Muslim legal scholars
of the Islamic Sharfa means that the legal scholar is to do his utmost to derive a practical legal
ruling (al-hukm al-shafi al-cilmi) from legal proof (al-dalil al-shafi) and definite texts with a
meaning that leave no room for ijtihad (al-nusüs qatfï al-thubüt wa al-dalala la mahall li-lijtihad). There is no room for any ijtihad'in the axiomatic matters (masa'ilmélüma) of religion.
Ijtihad is only allowed in matters to which no reference is made by the Texts (al-nusüs), or
when the texts are not definite or or have no definite meaning. The Sharfa Texts are the
Qur'an and Sunna, the latter being the second source of legislation. Once the Text is clear, the
sense is definite in the meaning of its intention (Jala al-mrfna qatfan fi dalalati-hi cala al-murad
min-hu), and it is not allowed to deviate from it with the claim of interpreting it allegorically
(ta'wïï), nor to substitute the Text by ijtihad. This is the purport of the Sharfa texts, as
mentioned in God's words [follows a number of Quranic verses].'

(...)
These, and many other Quranic verses order us to obey God's Prophet [peace be upon him],
which is like obeying God Himself. Whoever contradicts the Prophet's Sunna - as Imam Ahmad
[Ibn Hanbal, the founder of the Hanbalite legal school] says - is acting like those who adhere to
unclear passages (mutashabih) to oppose the clear passages (muhkam). These people, when
they do not find an unclear term to use in their opposition, they will derive from clear passages
an unclear description to use in their opposition. However, the right approach adopted by the
Sahaba [i.e. he first generation Muslims], the TabfOn [i.e. the second generation Muslims] and
the Imams was to refer the unclear passages to the clear passages and derive from the clear
passages what interprets and illustrates the unclear passages, so that its meaning (dalala) is in
accordance with the clear passages, and the texts agree with each other, because they all come
from God, and whatever comes from God is not in disagreement or contradictory.'
(Definition of apostasy
It is a well-established dogma (muqarrar) for Muslim legal scholars of the Islamic Sharfa that
apostasy (ridda) is the withdrawal from the Islamic religion. Its essence (rukn) is a clear
declaration of unbelief (tarih bi-l-kufi), either by word or by action. Whoever scorns the Qur'an
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or the Prophetic Sunna, or mocks, repudiates, or disavows them, or intentionally claims
anything contradicting them publicly or haughtily, or doubts any of it, worships anyone other
than God, or commits idolatry, denies God's existence or His creation as mentioned in the
Qur'an by denying Paradise, Hell, Resurrection, the Divine Secret, the Day of Resurrection, the
Day of Judgement, the Angels, the Demons, the Devils or the Throne and the Chair, repudiates
the Prophecy of Mohammed - peace be upon him - or in general his prophecy to all people, or
doubts his sincerity, or allows what is forbidden, or does not do what the Islam obliges him to
do by denying or disavowing or abstaining from performing prayer, giving alms, or going on
pilgrimage; the abstainer or disavower (a\-mumtanf aw al-ja'id) is considered an infidel (kafir),
provided if he is not ignorant of the Sharfa rule (al-hukm al-shafi). Those who have no
knowledge, like the ones who are new to Islam, are not considered infidels.
This rule also applies to the denial of all fundamentals of Islam, because the proofs of
their existence are evident. The Qur'an and Sunna are full of them and they are accepted by
consensus (ijma* - i.e among the Muslim legal scholars). They can only be denied by someone
who opposes Islam and who refuses its obligations and denounces God's Book, His Prophet's
Sunna and the consensus of His community ('umma). It is considered to be a deviation from
Islam to proclaim that the Quran is not coming from God or that it is man-made (inna-hu min
nuzum al-bashar), or that the Islamic Sharfa is not fit for application nowadays, or that its
application will lead to the backwardness of Muslims and that they cannot progress except after
freeing themselves from its stipulations. Merely believing the foregoing is not considered
apostasy, unless it is embodied in words or actions.
According to the majority of the Muslim legal scholars, including the Hanafites, it
suffices to consider a person an apostate once he deliberately speaks or acts in unbelief, as
long as he meant to be scornful, degrading, obstinate or mocking. If this is the case, apostasy
cannot be pronounced unless all these elements have been verified. The apostate can not be
excused when he claims to be a Muslim, because he has adopted a stance contrary to Islam.
This is because a heretic {al-zandiq) usually talks about his infidelity and proclaims his wrong
faith while claiming that he is a Muslim.
{Apostasy by Nar Abü Zayd)
This is here the case: it is proven that the first appellant [i.e. Abü Zayd] has in his writings
enclosed within the legal evidence (...) used the irrefutable verses of the Holy Quran to
denounce that the Quran is the word of God, describing it as xa cultural product, and that the
belief in a metaphysical existence obliterates this fact [...] and obscures the scientific
comprehension of the texts'. He denies beforehand its [i.e. Quran] existence in the Preserved
Tablet, considering it a mere linguistic text and describing it as being affiliated to a human
culture, rendering it an incarnated human text {nass insanf muta'annas). His aim in his
description of its sacredness is scorning its value denying that God named the Quran by that
name and repudiating the Quranic verses that overtly stated that fact abundantly. He mentions
in his research that Islam had no specific objective meaning since the time of the Prophet
[peace be upon him] until today. In saying this he aims to deprive Islam of any value or
meaning. He describes it as an Arabic religion, denying its internationality and availability to
everybody. He describes the sciences of the Qur'an as a reactionary heritage (turath rajiT). He
attacks the application of the Sharfa and describes it as backward and reactionary. He claims
that the Sharfa is the reason behind the backwardness of Muslims and their degradation. He
describes the mind that believes in the transcendental as indulging in superstitions. He states
that abiding by Sharfa texts is contradictory to civilization and progress and hinders the
proceeding of life. He accuses the theological method as clashing with the mind by stating that
'there is a battle being fought by the powers of the superstition and myth in the name of
religion and literal meanings of religious texts and by the intellectual powers of progress trying
to fight sometimes with superstition on its own ground'. This is clear unbelief (kufr sarih).

(...)
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This is how the appellant [in cassation] characterized religion and religious texts, claiming that
they contain superstition. He says that the establishing of the Qur'an in the reading of the
Quraysh was to realize the Qurayshi rule, which the Islam sought to achieve. This is as if the
Qur'an was only revealed to establish the rule of the Quraish. He scorns and criticizes the
Prophet [may God's prayers and peace be upon him] in his saying 'the attitude of the Arab
Quraishi tribalism was keen on stripping Muhammad of his human traits and vesting him with
divine sanctity, rendering him a legislator.

(...)
He fights Islam in its Texts, principles and symbols. He objects to the female share of the
heritage, opposing what was categorically stipulated in the Qur'an in this matter. He goes as far
as calling for a liberation from Sharfa Texts, claiming that they lack any essential and fixed
elements, and that they only express a historic phase which has passed. This is an accusation
that the law of God is not suitable for all times. He describes the adoption of religious texts as
slavery. He denies that the Sunna is revealed by God. He claims that it is not a source of
legislation, defying all Qur'anic verses that came within this context, and in contradiction with
the consensus of the Community. He scorns the rules of poll tax \jizya - i.e. on non-Muslims
under Muslim rule], as well as slavery, describing Islam as being authoritative, in spite of its
tolerance and its encouragement to manumission of slaves. He denies that God Almighty is on
His great Throne and that His Chair encompasses the Heavens and Earth, and that He created
Paradise, Hell, Angels and Demons, although the Qur'anic verses categorically stipulate all that.
Ignoring this he scorns the texts of the Qur'an by saying The Qur'anic text has transformed
devils into a hindering power and made magic a tool in their hands'. In other words, the Qur'an
includes lots of trivialities.
He boldly proceeded in this approach, which is opposed to Islam in its meanings,
dogmas and fundamentals, denying the main fundamentals of its sacredness. He did not
hesitate to contradict established truths, even historic ones. This was his approach. He was fully
aware of its meaning and truth within the balance of the SharFa. He was brought up as a
Muslim in an Islamic society. He works as Professor of Arabic Language and Islamic Studies at
the Faculty of Arts - Cairo University. He teaches Qur'anic Sciences. People like him are well
aware of the rules, fundamentals and dogmas of Islam. Furthermore, he claims knowledge of
fiqh and cilm, which is an argument against him, as he is denying what is axiomatic to any
Muslim who has had a education or religious cultural background.
He is therefore considered an apostate from the Islamic religion, because he expressed
unbelief after being a believer. His pretext that his words are only allegorical interpretations
{ta'wJt) is rejected, since such interpretation should not deviate the researcher from the
fundamentals of the Sharfa and the dogma, and their meanings, fundamentals and
foundations. Interpretation has its rules and criteria set by Muslim legal scholars. Otherwise, it
would be a means for dissenters {ahab al-hawa) to deviate from the Law of God, and to escape
from any legal text and legislate what God has not allowed, which would lead to error and
misguidance. Interpretation does not mean to attack the Sharfa texts and scorn them, to
consider them invalid, to describe abidance by their stipulations as backwardness, to call for
deviation from the Law of God to something else, or to deny knowledge which is axiomatic to
religion.

(...)
The ruling [of the Court of Appeal] concluded that his interest in the meaning of the texts, in
the way as he has quoted texts of the Qur'an and the Sunna, and some of his opinions in his
publications, are considered to be obvious unbelief that expels him from the religious
community and renders him an apostate from the Islamic religion, which entails his separation
from his wife. This deduction was permitted, based upon documents and supported by Sharfa
rules, ultimately leading to this result, and hence suffices to carry its verdict. In it [i.e. the ruling
of the Court of Appeal] is the implicit response that excludes any evidence or argument to the
contrary. It is enough to that only part of publications of the first appellant [i.e. Abu Zayd]
contains what proves clearly his apostasy, as long as he deliberately hurts with the opinions
mentioned in his publications.
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3rd and 5th consideration of the first ground of appeal
(Proof of apostasy)
[Nasr Abu Zayd claims that apostasy can only be proven by clear evidence or by
acknowledgement of the apostate himself. Furthermore he claims that he cannot be considered
an apostate since he proclaims himself as a believing Muslim. The Court rejects this argument:]
The acknowledgement by clear wording may be deduced from the meaning of its
pronouncement. Since this is the case and the first appellant [in Cassation] acknowledged that
he was the one who wrote the publications attributed to him and that he neither refuted all nor
part of them, the verdict appealed against could derive the proof from these publications that
he deviated from Islam in the way as mentioned above. These writings include the evidence of
clear unbelief, which expels him from the religious Community ('umma).

(...)
The basic ('as/) of religious belief (ftiqad dini) is that its rules are based on clear verbal
acknowledgment (iqrar bi-zahir al-lisari), and that it is not allowed to investigate its seriousness,
motives or reasons. The uttering of the two professions of faith suffices to consider someone a
Muslim, yet Islam is integral and cannot be partly believed or partly not believed. Thus, if
someone who has uttered the two professions of faith says something or acts in a manner that
excludes him from the religious community in the way as mentioned above, then he is an
apostate, because he has revealed his unbelief after having been a believer, even if he claims
to be a Muslim.

(...)
{Freedom of expression and public order)
[In its argument the Court of Cassation elaborates on the relation between public order and
general values versus the freedoms of religion and expression:]
The purpose of entering Islam is to abide by its rules, including those of apostasy. One cannot
separate religious doctrine from its tangible effects in behaviour. The religion of the state [of
Egypt] is Islam. This is what the Constitution stipulates in Article 2, stating that Islam is the
religion of the state, and that the principles of Islamic Sharf a are the main source of legislation.
All systems of positive law stipulate punishments and measures against actions that violate their
[i.e. the systems] fundamentals. Apostasy of a Muslim from Islam is not an individual issue although it is possible that it could be tolerated by the Islamic Sharfa and the Islamic state as
an individual right {haqq min huqüq al-afrad) - particularly if it is overtly proclaimed through
publications or teachings. To depart from Islam is to revolt against it, and this necessarily finds
its reflection in the loyalty of the individual to the Sharfa, the state, and his ties with the
society. This is what no law or state tolerates. Hence, the Sharfa and all other constitutions and
laws permit freedom of opinion within the public order that prohibits wrong doing or misuse of
a right. No individual has the right to call for what contradicts the public order (ai-nizam alc
amm) or morals (al-'adab), or use his opinion to harm the fundamentals upon which the
society is built, or to revile the sacred things, or to disdain Islam or any other heavenly religion.
Thus the Constitution in Article 47 guarantees the freedom of opinion within the limits
of law. Freedom of opinion follows the public order and the limits allowed by the constitutional
law of the state, and the principles upon which it [i.e. the constitutional law] is based, preeminent of which are the rules of the Sharfa, and as long as one keeps his beliefs to himself,
not disclosing them through teaching to his students, print or distribution. Verily, the Sharfa
does not examine the innermost feelings and does not pierce open people's hearts nor digs into
their secrets, as this is left to God alone. However, public defamation of the creed of the society
and incitement to disdain it clashes with the public order, a matter to which no legislation or
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order consents. The rules for apostasy are no more than measures to keep a Muslim in his
Islam, distinguishing him from others. As one of its members the Muslim community deals with
him accordingly.
This is what happens in other religious laws with regard to their followers: they demand
continuous loyalty to them. Once an individual joins in, he is to abide by its rules. They [i.e. the
laws] can expel or segregate him if he violates their fundamental principles which he embraced,
in accordance with them and with all their consequences. Certain religious laws stipulate, in
accordance with their rituals, a unity of religion, creed, sect or baptism between a couple [as a
condition] for a lawful marriage. They consider a difference of religion an impediment to
marriage which prevents its conclusion, and they [consequently] impose separation or divorce.
This is also the case if one of the couple embraces another religion. This does not violate the
freedom of creed or opinion. It is the same with regard to the separation of a couple due to
apostasy.
(The legal consequences of apostasy
[The Court of cassation then continues its response to Nasr Abü Zayd's claim that he cannot be
considered an apostate:]
Notwithstanding the fact that the defence of the first appellant [in Cassation] states that he still
adheres to his religion, he did not renounce his writings that prove his apostasy by their
contents. What he put forward about being summoned to repent is not acceptable, because it is
well-established according to the legal school of Imam Abü Hanifa that the apostate has no
religious community, nor is one [i.e. community] established by his apostasy, nor by his choice
of another religion. According to the prevalent opinion of this legal school [i.e. Hanafi], the
summons to repent is recommendable, and Islam should be offered to him [i.e. the apostate],
and if he has any uncertainty it will become clear to him. However, this offer is not obligatory,
but merely recommendable, because the call [to return to Islam] had already reached him. If
he refuses [to return to] Islam, the judge will look into the matter. If he hopes for his
repentance, or if the latter requests a grace period, he is granted three days respite, which is
considered enough [for the accused] to provide excuses [so that he may be pardoned], before
the punishment of apostasy is laid upon him. Apostasy of a man separates him [from his wife]
without the divorce by 'annulment' {faskh), according to [the Hanafite legal scholars] Abü
Hanïfa and Abü Yüsuf, but according to Muhammad [another influential Hanafï legal scholar] it
is separation by divorce (talaq). According to the consensus among the Muslim legal scholars, it
[i.e. the separation] takes place due to the apostasy, itself and is immediately effective without
the ruling of a judge. If the apostate member of the couple repents and returns to Islam, a new
contract and dowry are required to resume marital life between them. Thus, the separation due
to apostasy takes place immediately, and the summons for repentance - whether it is
recommendable by the prevalent opinion of the Hanafï school or obligatory in other schools of
legal thought - is related to the postponement of applying the punishment, not to the
occurrence of separation between the apostate and his wife.
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